
YOUR NEED FOR SPEED

Your Speed Guide for One Device

    One of the most popular questions that we are 
asked is “what speed do I need?”.  The answer that 
question can’t be easily answered and depends on 
a lot of different circumstances. Imagine trying to 
water a large lawn, with a single sprinkler with a 
small hose. This wouldn’t be efficient enough for a 
good outcome, especially if you’re in a time crunch. 
Your internet connection isn’t any different.

    A single person using 1 or 2 smart devices needs 
a much different speed than a family of 5 using over 
10 internet ready devices at once. First things first, 
it’s important to take an inventory of the number of 
devices you have connected to the internet. Chances 

are you have more gadgets that require more internet than you realize. Although 
there isn’t a magic formula saying “ X amount of devices needs X amount of speed”, but 
knowing the amount of devices and how they are used is a great assistance to us.
   
   We typically recommend 25-50 Mbps for households that are using a lot of internet 
ready  devices and that stream multiple devices at once. Our standard bundle packages 
include the 10 Mbps speed, which means you might be in need of an upgrade to a faster 
speed depending on how you’re using your internet. We can easily upgrade your speed, 
even for just a week trial so you can see what a difference a faster speed can make 
for you and your family.

A household with 2 people watching two different items on Netflix, would need double 
the speed that is listed. If someone is gaming while you have some one on Netflix, you 

need to add your 2 speeds together.
There are other factors that can impact your speed such as your quality and age of 

your router and the distance between your device and your router. 
Call us at 402-254-3901 for more information.

Netflix (Standard Definition)     3 Mbps
Netflix (High Definition)             7 Mbps
Netflix (Ultra HD/4K)                  20 Mbps
Online Gaming                            10 Mbps
Streaming Music                           2 Mbps
Downloading Large Files          50 Mbps


